~ The Return of the Divine Feminine ~

As the world is Awakening to the greater Knowledge and Wisdom of Light, it is in
the wonderment of Life itself, that we may be Released from bondage of lower
elemental forces that have held us for so long. We have gathered to help align the
earth plane away from negative karma, and its exterior pain of old experiences.
As the Divine Feminine Energy is Returning in this Awakening, it will inherit a
greater Trust as Truths are Revealed.
As Co-Creators, we are Weaving a Web of Wonderment into Mother Earth for Her
Healing. As the world is Maturing and Evolving, it is the Divine Feminine Spark of
Illuminated Love and Light that brings forth our Remembrance of the SophiaConsciousness, as an Aspect of Pureness and Peace.
The Return of the Divine Feminine is within Everything. Its Living Light streamlines
and defines those willing to Receive. Even to those opposed, there is a Light from
within as an original light Seed, that shall never die. It is up to the entity to reveal
this Feminine quality as a Quintessential attribute to thyself.
As old cycles of past are Released,
the Return of the Divine Feminine is Increased.
Understanding the concept of the Sophia-Consciousness is to redevelop an
understanding of the Feminine Divine Aspect. The Sophia-Consciousness has
morphed herself into this planet and is a Motherly foundation, as the Womb to
hold and cradle the infants she births. She has Never left the Infants to fend for
themselves, they simply live life as a choice of Free Will. And all the while, she has
Remained grounded and anchored to this planet to hold and support All her
children, nature and the living elements of Life.
Within the Sophia-Consciousness is a Unity of the Divine Feminine coupled in
complete balance with the Divine Masculine. The Return of the Sacred Feminine

is to bring Wholeness to Division, and to Restore and Balance this Earth Plane as
from the Beginning, to the Eternal and Everlasting Light of Love.
Each one of us is being called individually and Co-Collectively to Expand our Energy
and bring forth our Internal Light. This Light will begin to Illuminate the Shadows
of Darkened past. As this Light becomes stronger, we are able to see the ongoing
disconnections, disorganization and the disillusioned processes being portrayed.
In this New Beginning from a once hidden history, one shall now be shown the
Truths that shall set one Free as a Vessel of Victory.
~ The Sacred-Feminine is a Divine Presence of Her Essence ~

The Feminine is a Source Connection and an Energy Field of Pure Love. The
Feminine is supported by the Masculine, anchoring her Frequency into the
Creation and Embodiment of Mother Earth.
In this Return of the Divine Feminine, we are an Expression of Love and a LivingLight-Energy-Experience. We are Remembering and Knowing that this is what we
have been waiting for since the very beginning of time, as the Arrival of Our
Oneness.
In this Age of Enlightenment, it is the Feminine Mother who shows us this Peaceful
State of Being within ourselves, as to 'Caretake' and Honor our Embodiment in its
Fullest Aspect.
She Intertwines her Golden Frequency within the Fabrics of all life. She flows
through all, and regardless of gender, color or creed, she lives within as a source of
soulful sovereignty.
We are in the State of Christed-Consciousness to Understand and Discern the
Principles of Peace, as the Energy of the Divine Presence Rises within. Male,
Female, Animal and Living are in the Divine Makeup from which they are born of
the original Seed.
This Seed is Sacred, Blessed and Infinite to the Energy that it is Derived from ~
Source.

As we are the Caretakers of this Sacred Seed we are to Nurture it, Provide Self Love,
Honor and Respect this Seed, as it becomes the Integrity, Intelligence and Growth
of the Divine Rose in the Return to Equality from Division.
The Great Mother of this Universe asks Each of us to partake in the Planning of
this Prelude-of-Peace.
Each who Know, will Grow this Golden Garden starting with the New Seeds of
Living Light.
The Return of the Divine Feminine is ~
Balance, Peace, Oneness, Equality, Fortification, Neutrality and a Seeding of the
New Embodiment in this golden age of our new earth. Along with unconditional
Love, Compassion, Mercy, Nurturing and Services to that of others.
The Sacred Divine Feminine produces feelings of gentleness, kindness, forgiveness,
tenderness, and a great love of nature and all that is. One becomes empowered
with strengths through the Key of Humility and Balance. There is a magnetic force
drawn from the Source, that will alter the Conscious Being to hear, feel, see and
have a greater awareness of their abilities.
The Sacred Divine Feminine awakens the Intuition in the adaptation to the
Empowerment of the Divine Self.
This Divine Intuition is in Constant Connectivity to the Divine Feminine and the
Divine Masculine abilities as they assimilate within the Embodiment’s System. It
is vital to the human makeup to awaken the Divine Feminine Energy to the Divine
Masculine Energy, as to achieve Equality in the Unison of Divine Oneness.
In accordance to the Divine Self, the Embodiment is Harmonized and begins to rise
into the 5th Dimensional Divine Deity, from the 3rd Dimensional Division of Deeds.
It takes Lifetimes to Achieve and Receive the Ability to Access this Light Dress of
Illumination. This isn’t something that ‘just happens overnight’.
We are the 13 Codes of the Divine Feminine ~ Coupled as Equal with the 11 Codes
of Divine Masculine.

The Sacred Divine Feminine is Abridged, Crystalized and an Illuminous Light Body
of the I Am Presence of Purity.
The Earth is in an upward Spiral and Is Exiting the Old Planes of Existence, as the
Essence of the Divine Feminine Rises.

And So, it Is
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